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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1L: This zone of the dividing fence line between 62 Calley [Desai] and 64 Calley [Cooper] properties in West Leeming, WA, 6149 is 330 cm long. The dividing fence line [Before 10/6/2020] overlaped in 62 Calley by their white brick wall [Zone 7L] for length of 278 cm at front yard. 62 Calley white brick wall parallel to 64 Calley dividing Fence line is 548 cm long. Dividing fence in zone 1L, is 3 Hardie fence panels and 2 Supersix panels. [Hardi material] is shorter than the front starting point on this white brick wall. Dividing fence in zone 1L in 64 Calley Drive has a crossing one fence panel between the fence and the garage [see garage in this picture]. This overlapping brick wall at 62 Calley has a 16 cm wide concrete footing [between the dividing fence and the brick wall which does not allow any movement for the dividing fence in windy weather situation. Also it misaligns the dividing fence from the boundary. See top view of the dividing fence picture in 2005 [ask A. Cooper]. The paving in 62 Calley next to this zone 1 exceeds the standard maximum sand height of 10 cm behind the fence in compared to the neighbor's sand height at front  the fence. The sand height difference reaches between 54 - 65 cm high in 62 Calley. This is why this zone 1L has three broken fence panels [one across panel and 2 panels in 278 cm overlapping part of zone 1 at very front edge. Bending of the 3.3 m of the fence in zone 1L is due to concrete footing of the brick wall not letting the fence move towards 62 Calley, and also 62 Calley has overloaded the fence with 54-65 cm extra sand height to have paving without compaction, no drainage at 50 cm dept, etc. There is also a down pipe in 62 Calley on the left wall of their building [standing towards front door at 62 Calley from street, Zone 2L] which possibly does not have a standard soak well, as the drained water from their roof leaks into 64 Calley garage concrete-floor in winter flooding season. Since garage slab in 64 Calley was built in 1986 by building permit of the building company who built this house and 62 Calley was not built at that time, it appears either the slab of 62 Calley was built 46 cm higher  than slab of 64 Calley or 62 Calley in 2005 changed their paved ground level to put new pavers or perhaps they removed a long brick retaining wall from behind this dividing fence to cover up the party incidence of climbing 5 boys over the fence in Zones [2L-3L]. the line on their side yard between new and old pavers is obvious in zones 4L-8L border. A18X photo in 2005 shows one row of 18 cm wide pavers are missing next to this dividing fence in their side yard, which in 2020 photos show that 18cm x18X13 m long paving next to fence is covered with new pavers of 4 x 18 x 18 cm. Another photo from 2005 shows a meter high of old grey bricks Stacked up next to their building after pavers removed to pave new pavers.
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Sticky Note
Zone 2L: This zone is 3.52 meters long and starts from a cross fence panel at front yard next to gas meter-box which is back corner of garage at 64 Calley. In 62 Calley this zone 2L includes a down pipe on their side yard and a gas hot water system also the width of their side yard increases next to down pipe showing with a weed, a cushion in this picture. The 2012 tenant at 62 Calley had installed a black metal gate across this extended width of their side yard next to brick wall recess to prevent his big heavy beige dog of jumping to the front street when he was away in China as a merchant. as you noticed in zone 1L front overlapping dividing fence had a gap of 16 cm and that dog could use the gap to get out of the side yard. That black metal gate sharp edge broke a hole into fence as wide as 15 x 30 cm and since excess to claim for malicious damage was $300-$500 and I did not proceed with my claim to my building insurer that panel was not fixed although I complained to L.J. Hooker in Leeming Forum who used to be real estate for renting 62 Calley. Also other panels in zone 3L got cracked SGIO assessor attended the site and report of him exists to prove. The SGIO Claim number for Zones 2L-3L fence damage by dog is PTHHH1223422 and its incident date is 29/12/2012. The report includes damage to 8 sheets of Supersix fence including a sheet with a hole and 7 cracked sheets. The structural fault is written as one of causes of the damage to this fence. Also structure is not water tight. The height of their paved side yard next to white building decrases from 25.1 m to 25.36 m (15 cm sliding towards the dividing fence line) which means the rain can slide flow from their building wall corner towards this fence in sloping from 0-15 cm. Standard sloping for rain on paving is 1 cm for every meter. Next to garage back door at 64 Calley on the right side of this photo, their side yard is about 104 cm [measured by tape]. Therefore their non-standard paving makes the Dividing fence line not water tight.  Before the owner of 62 Calley pays me for the damage his tenant's dog made to my fence, after over 8 years, I would not pay anything for any shared dividing fence with him. That real Estate never responded to my hand written letter I gave them at their office in Leeming Forum near IGA. At the right corner of this photo their paving surface next to their building has 30 cm height above the right top corner of my retaining wall at 64 Calley. On the left side of the photo their paving has 14 cm height sand over my retaining wall. See other photos of zone 2L for the measurements. In zone 2L hardie fence was built by a contractor in my cost in 2005-2008 [SGIO paid as malicious damage] . The Damage was due to their one male tenant and 4 party guests in a party including 300 guests climbed over the fence to see my yard and at that moment the fence broke, two rangers from City of Melville had attended after I had called them for safety of their party guests of falling to my land in case they become drunk. The party guests broke the front wind screen of my red Nova Car and My motor insurance company paid for that malicious damage too. I paid for Excess. Owner of 62 Calley denied the claim and never spent a dollar for our dividing fence so far. Before that owner pays for the damages his tenants did for Zone 1L, 2L, 3L, Fully including excess money I paid to my insurance I would not pay to that owner of 62 Calley to install a fence in my boundary into my land. This dispute for me giving access to him to install a fence and pay for my half share of the fence was claimed against me to magistrate court on 26/6/2020 by owners of 62 Calley. The case was heard on 12/8/2020 at magistrate court. Due to that owner disagreed to close the case due to claiming also for loss of rent using only his eye witnesses [tenants &amp; real estate] magistrate postponed the trial to be heard on 20/1/2020. Owner of 64 Stated in court that due to these owners sent a registered letter to her on 25/5/2020 [received on 27/5/2020] without the attached document requested [all their evidences] and not even giving evidence by attaching documents to court claim they had, she refused a dangerous fence be installed on the old dividing fence with fence maker requiring only one row of pavers at 62 Calley be removed next to old dividing fence line to start his work with 30 cm Aluminium plinth which installs on the same two posts in each bay all over the dividing fence line for length 26.4 m long [not 29.4 m long] and now it is 28.48 m long [Zones 1L to Zones 4L, Zones 8L to 10L, and Zone 6L, plus the cross panel length in Zone 1L (Its job is to make sure in storm the Fence lateral forces do not collapse the fence towards 64 Calley and for extra hazardous injury to people trying to climbe over fence)]. The length of the fence owners of 62 Calley requested from WR Fencing contractor for his quote: D3651 for owners of 62 Calley making this fence of colorbond means rust before warranty expires in 10 years, as their side yard is not water tight. However they need a two rows limestone retaining wall all along Zones: 1L, 2L, 3L to rectify the extra 80 cm sand height [25.51-24.71] of their side yard [their building plan was approved in June 1987 and their approved plan for their retaining walls for the &quot;existing residence&quot; on July of 1989. Thus the property 62 Calley was built between June, 1987 to July, 1989, making the property approximately 32 years old. [Tian Chu administration Trainee at City of Melville email to Owner of 64 Calley dated 27/5/2020] elearning@ewindfly.net  Having above information and a few photos of the Zones 1L, 2L showing there was a garden filled with flower trees such as yellow jasmine flower before 2005 at 62 Calley it is possible that owner removed the brick retaining wall they had for fear to be sued in magistrate court by owner of 64 Calley for party incident in July 2005 at that house arranged without agreement of 64 Calley owner and was witnessed by two City of Melville rangers on same date and time incident happened. On 25/08/2020 when I am amending this zone 2L with updated measurements from licensed surveyor, it is clear to me I should not pay for the 8.82 m length of the dividing fence which was damaged by ultimate force applied to the fence length in zone 1L (54-65 cm sand overload), Zone 2L (80 cm sand overload), Zone 3L (46 cm sand overload) plus 14 cm instead of 1 cm sloping for rain on pavers width making their paved side yard not watertight, with soakwell close to their building not 6 meters away. Also their pavers being set within 3 cm of supersix fence being concrete pavers of 4 cm thick cutting edge in storm fence hit to those edges and gets sheered. Pavers must be 30 cm distat from the Supersix fence not 3 cm.
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Sticky Note
Zone 7L: After I checked the 5.35 m length of fence at front yard in zones 1L, 7L, these two panels at front edge of dividing fence which over lap the 62 Calley white brick wall in Zone 7L, were broken inside the ground but appeared to be bent badly [see quote D3607 dated 28-01-2020] however in 2005 damage to the fence in zones 1L, 2L, 3L by party guests and tenant at 62 Calley, these two 1986 supersix fence panels were not damaged instead three supersix fence sheets in Zone 1L were damaged which they were replaced by 3 Hardie fence sheets 2005. Then I digged a little sand next to these two 1986 bent fence sheets to find out whether they are broken inside the ground after storm 29/8/2019 and after assessor 1 from Western building issued his report for the broken fence sheets. Also after WR fencing measured the length of all fence sheets with me along the middle line of fence sheets on 28/1/2020.  two fence panels but left some bricks next to them to prevent them of falling over people or animals in case wind blows. Also it was the fence maker's  comment to me and the 62 Calley owner in his quote that we should remove broken fence panels from the dividing fence line and leave them aside before he can start his installation of the new fence. The tenants, real estate of 62 Calley who received my emails and letters never offered any help to me instead they did not open their door or hung up their phone when I called owner of realty one. I moved the broken panels and recorded them by taking photograph. My right side shoulder since then had started a bad pain which hurts me at night, I could not sleep to my right as it was painful until my doctor visited me and he tested my shoulder, neck and arm. The team of 12 at 62 Calley [5 real estate agents, two owners, and 5 tenants] did not do any physical help in preparing the boundary for fence installation, but instead claimed for $980 loss of rent with no evidence attached to their claim. They also do not plan to attach any document to their court claim but they plan to bring expensive 5 tenants, 5 real estate agents witnesses on Trial Date. The review for these two supersix 1986 fence sheets was done by Dan from Western Building-SGIO who acknowledged these two extra sheets as addition to previous 16.4 broken sheets. All together 18.4 sheets were broken including the across fence sheet in Zone 1L. Dan measured the length between edge of across Hardie fence sheet in Zone 1L to the edge of the Hardie Fence 2008 which was bent in mid-Zone 8L with me holding his tape measure. The length was 13 m. Which means in Zones 2L, 3L, 4L, and part of 8L, all together 13 fence sheets were broken. Therefore: 13+2+1=16 sheets were broken in Zones 1L, 2L, 3L, 4L, 8L by 15/1/2020. However there were two fence sheets at end of zone 10L which were cracked and holed by tree surgeon and twinside retaining wall contractor [2014 or close by] at 62 Calley. Adding them all including the extra for overlapping edges is 18.4 metrs broken fence sheets in incidence datd 29/8/2019. That incident only claimed by me to SGIO and my claim against owner of 62 Calley by posted letter including quote number: D3607  dated 28/1/2020 was sent to that owner 62 through a posted letter with stamp on 29/1/2020 and tenant of 62 Calley posted that letter including this WR Fencing quote to Realty One real estate on same day 29/01/2020. Owner of 62 Calley who received that letter through his real Estate agent returned that letter to my letter box at 64 Calley without any stamp print showing on that envelope stamp. Sam took same letter envelope to had it in Winthrop to the realty One real Estate, after I cut the envelope so he can see the contents. I also emailed a similar letter to Maureen real estate agent whom Sam gave her email to me. Maureen first call to me was rude, aggressive and she denied the cause of damage to the fence being Wind or weather damage. Sam had told me they had reported this fence damage to the realty One as storm damaged about December 6, 2020. However Western Building has written in its first visit of the damaged fence that this fence probably damaged due to a storm in August 2019. Near June 10 SGIO was still in doubt whether the cause of the damage was tenants at 62 Calley or the storm in 29/8/2019. I had told them all incidences of the fence in the past plus storm raised the sheering stress to ultimate sheering stress this fence could bear, then the fence partly bent badly and mostly cracked and broke between 6-15 Janary 2020. However in mid January the cracked fence became expanded by mid-summer heat and since the fence was bent for 4.5 months after storm with speed of 63 km/hour, due to the weight vector moment collapsed during 6/1/2020-15/1/2020. However since 10 fence sheets were 2008 Hardie fence and were only bent on 28/1/2020 and they were located in Zone 1L, mid-Zone 8L, Zone 9L, 10L, I was trying to get help from the 3 young boys at 62 Calley who were renting there: Sam, Matthew, Engineer [?] to help me prop those fence sheets which were bent and were not broken inside the ground. I sent them letter box left hand written letters a few times but those tenants had a young 22 girl with them [asian ] who told me at side yard of 62 Calley the real estate agents do not talk to those tenants also they had never seen the owner of that house they were renting. However that Asian girl with long black pony hair style went and brough the building assessr from RAC with yellow and navy blue vest with rough voice shouting at me that the cause to the fence damage is i need a retaining wall. In answer to my question if he can show me evidence such as drawings I will look at it, he only acknowledged the reticulation white pipe standing on top of Zones 2L-3L 1986 Rock limestone retaning wall in my house. I also showed him my 1986 short palm tree which its top was cut ages ago and its stem was buried in both side of fences having equal sand. Then why that owner of 62 Calley changed the ground level between that palm tree to the Zone 7L near boundary? On my side of boundary 20.22 m length of boundary are retained by strong limestone retaining walls. In Zone 10L which is 4.96 m long. I also have twinside retaining wall made of re-enforced concrete. This means I have built 25.22 m long retaining walls next to boundary between 64 &amp; 62 Calley. Why not that owner of 62 Calley build two rows of limestone retaining walls to support the sand they have increased in their side of boundary. Also why should those unretained sand at 62 Calley be retained by limestone and the matter of fencing should be delayed 17 months for such prejudition? 
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Sticky Note
Zone 7L: the first panel of the fence at front yard with light green capping is showing. the first two panels at front yard are old but other 3.4 panels at front yard in zone 1L are 2005-2008 old. In zone 7L overlapping of white brick wall at 62 Calley with dividing fence is showing. This photo was taken after the fence was bent badly but it was broken inside the ground. The two broken panels were removed to record the broken panels for insurer company, also for safety of people and animals and gas meter box opposite to it. Three panels of fence in zone one are broken out of which one panel is installed across this Zone 1L boundary, next to gas meter box. These two old overlapping supersix panels [1986] cannot move towards 62 Calley as footing of the brick wall parallel to it prevents its movement in wind. This footing is 16 cm wide concrete with edges being wavy to fit into corrogated fence sheets. The footing is cemented to the brick wall and next to fence is not cemented to fence but it fits into corroguated fence.
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Sticky Note
Zone 7L: the first panel of the fence at front yard with light green capping is showing. the first two panels at front yard are old but other 3.4 panels at front yard in zone 1 are 2005-2008 old. In zone 7L overlapping of white brick wall at 62 Calley with dividing fence is showing. This photo was taken after the fence was bent badly but it was broken inside the ground. The two broken panels were removed to record the broken panels for insurer company, also for safety of people and animals and gas meter box opposite to it. Three panels of fence in zone one are broken out of which one panel is installed across these 2 fence sheets, and it is next to gas meter box. These two old overlapping panels cannot move towards 62 Calley as footing of the brick wall parallel to it prevents its movement in wind.
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Sticky Note
The small branch of the yellow jasmine flower old tree at 62 Calley shows up between the two panels. That tree was removed at 62 Calley to cover up the damage made by their tenant and party guests in 2005. The tree root left a hole in ground which is 30 cm deep and the change in sand height at 62 Calley started from 2005 cover up as a short height retaining garden similar to the one in zone 5 existed behind zones 2 and 3 which they removed it after I complained that 5 men climbed over dividing fence in zones 2-3 to Civil court and my building insurer. The building insurer of 62 Calley claimed in 2020 onsite that the whole created behind the fence in zone 2 with depth of 30 cm in sand is due to lack of retaining wall stone in right corner of retaining wall of 1986 in zone 2, while it is due to removal of an old yellow jasmine tree roots in that side. 
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Sticky Note
The tenants ignored my first hand written letter to them left in their mails box [after they never opened the door to me] to help re-installing the capping of the three near new fence panels in zone 1 the capping is still sitting on the floor in their side yard after I removed it to separate the two broken panels from the three good panels for recording and safety purposes. The cooperation must have been denied by the owner as the intention of that owner has never been to cooperate with me under the dividing fences Act. That is why I wrote a hand written letter to the owner and left that letter to the mail box of 62 Calley that due to no cooperation and maintenance being witnessed by me from that owner he build the entire fence in his land 1-2 meters away from boundary line in his own cost only. I had to maintain these three heavy fence panels by propping them only by myself as if 62 Calley neighbor has all the rights and no right of cooperation for me even in wind storm damage situation. Then why bother paying for half of my share or sharing anything with a neighbor who is self centred?
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Sticky Note
Zones 1-2: This section of the fence is photographed in side yard of 62 Calley but on top of my old retaining wall. The date of the photo is March 12 before I remove any broken panel from the dividing fence line and after three witnesses had seen and photographed this fence after the fall of the fence in January 2020. Photo shows cracks at bottom of two panels in zone 2, and a bend at 5.4 meters of the fence in zone 1. Also this photo shows how weired and unprofessional the owner of 62 Calley had paved his side yard. It shows pavers are not touching the ence in zone 1 next to 3.4 panels. The tenants who wanted security from fence gap and street thieves with an owner who never pays for maintenance had put all bricks in these photo next to brick wall inside the fence gap in 2019. I called the mechanial young engineer Matt who rents this 62 Calley with his friend and family to remove these brick from fence gap in zone 1 and he did. Those brick also contributed to fence bending but not a major damage. The owner of 62 Calley must pay to a surveyor to find the real dividing fence line as they damaged this fence once in 2005, charged their tenant of that time for party goers damage out of his bond and never spent that bond received on the fence, instead my insurer paid for the malicious damage. bending of fence due to party goers damage caused the fence becoming bend in zone 2-3-4 and the fence line since then is not straight also the footings of their zone 1 brick wall does not allow the fence be installed on the correct dividing fence line. This photo shows at the time of damage to the fence in 2020 in zone 2, eight pavers of 18 x 18 x 4 cm size are paved right next to the fence in maximum distance of 3 cm [see other pictures] which do not allow the zone 2 panels move in wind gust causing sheer stresses in fence panels right at cutting edges of these pavers. I should not pay for paving faults of 62 Calley nor for the damages their rental business had done so far to my dividing fence. At the end of this photo you see a big change in ground level next to front one meter brick wall across the fence. That is where their yellow jasmine tree was planted for years in 2005 and photo of it exists in my archive. Removal of that tree caused ground level becoming lose, now they claim for my payment for extra retaining. In this picture the angle the zone 1 fence is bent compared to vertical line is about 60 degrees.
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Sticky Note
Zones 1-2: In this section of the fence at 62 Calley, you see on the right hand side a white old piece of wood which neight bor tenant at 62 in 2012-2013 patched the broken hole into fence created by his metal black gate for his dog. The owner of 62 used to charge his tenants for my claims for the fence damage, but never paid me for the compensation nor he repaired the fence with the bond taken from the tenants they had. I should not pay for this one broken penel made by dog at 62 Calley before 2012. The matter was reported to their real estate at Leeming Forum L.J. Hooker. The zone 2 panel hole is 2012 and before, before that claim be sorted by 62 Calley no talks would be allowed from them for 2020 damages due to their paverfs edges and overloading the back of fence in their side to pave new pavers in 2005. My suggestion is owner of 62 Calley fixes zones 1to 3 paving problem they have with a 3-4 rows of brick at the base of the fence for 9 meters length, then they install  10 cm x 200  timbers horizontally on top of this new brick wall between posts [or brick piers] to reach to the sufficient fence height they desire. This cost should be compensated for abuse and cost their tenants so far have created for me no other neighbor so far has done so to me. The assessor of the RAC who attended the dividing fence site by calling a female tenant they have shouted at home when he claimed I need a retaining wall in zones 2-3 and in response to my question to serve me his claim and present the drawings of their house so I can compare my house drawing with those for retaining wall judgment. I told him that I studied mechanical engineering and cannot accepts claims without technical drawing to prove those accusation. If they change their mind and show me drawings of their house as early as 1986 or later I can view them and compare to my drawing for 64 Calley.. The owner of 62 Calley never show up himself to me and those not liable under dividing fences Act only show up deceitfully.
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Sticky Note
This picture shows the 9 meters of the fence panels quality very good quality which I paid to be installed after 5 people on 62 Calley climbed over the fence. 62 Calley owner could save these panels by cooperating with me removing the broken panels right on 14/1/2020. As a result of lack of cooperation these good panels also broke due to pressure of capping on all fence panels, I save three of them in zone 1 by removing broken two panels and removing the capping. Under dividing fence Act two owners of the dividing fence should cooperate in matters of the dividing fence. No cooperation was perceived from owner 62 Calley within 6 days I contacted them about 15 times in January-March. I should not pay for damages to bent panels due to lack of cooperation of 62 Calley owner in the first two months of the fence being fallen in January 2020 as they got cracked due to lack of assistance.
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Sticky Note
This 2020 picture shows how much pavers were set close to fence bottom which they prevented them of moving towards building of 62 Calley and they could only fall into 64 Calley right on top of my living room large windows. The row of pavers next to fence does not exist in 2005 picture of side yard showing a narrow garden which was designed to be right next to fence had been removed to cover up for the damage of the fence in 2005 by party people at 62 Calley.
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Sticky Note
Old pavers set next to side yard building wall since 2005 so far. Those grey old pavers were renovated by black concrete 18 x 18 x 4 cm pavers in 2005 by female owner of the house and a new row of pavers which did not exist in 2005 picture was added right next to fence after a short height retaining wall garden was demolished that garden made of brick 5 men climbed over it and broke the fence and the RAC Lawyer requested 88000 to pay him in case he wins the cases if i do not pay for all old and broken fences of 2005 belonging to me and tenants.
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: Photo taken  in 62 Calley shows how non standard their paving is done next to side yard fence and they want me to pay for extra retaining of these pavers although my house was built before their house. So my 6 meters 1986 retaining wall should have been judged by that owner or previous owners during 1986-2005 not now after they changed the paving style. I do not pay anything for retaining unless this 62 Calley owner proves to me by drawings of 1980's that his house paving was the same level as it is now and no changes has been done by them or others to ground level on their side yard to the height of their sand. Or they pay for my retaining walls along the fence line to their share under retaining wall rules. Or they build a 3-4 rows 9 meters long brick wall in their land to support the 14-18 cm extra sand of their pavers height in compared to my old 1986 retaining wall in zones 2-3
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: photo shows next to corner of front brick wall at 62 Calley side yard, there are mostly sand next to fence and due to trapezium ground shape at the front edge of their side yard the gap between pavers and the fence is trianglular shape. This triangular ground level had a yellow jasmin tree planted in photos of 2005 of this zone 1 fence which owner had removed it in 2005 to cover up all his faults for damages to fence in zones 2-3 by their 5 men who climbed over the fence. Removal of the tree at that time created a big hole in the ground which they filled the hole unevenly with sand. the unusual 30 cm sand height at the right corner of my old retaining wall 1986 and lack of one retaining rock there to retain shows the tricky personality of this owner at 62 Calley. Sand overload bent the fence in 2020 but it did not break it. You see pavers are not set very close to the fence and they did not do the professional paving next to fence. Fence only bent not broken, but now they claim i need a retaining wall on my side of the fence rather saying they filled the hole of they jasmine tree root after its removal with more sand than just 14-18 cm like zones 2-3. They increased the sand height to 30 cm. The daages due to bending of 8 fence panels in zone 5 is almost of this type tricks and shows lack of integrity of this owner. I removed a showel of sand behind the 3 good panels in this triangle from my side and could straighten the good bent fence. However they did not come for help due to malicious damaging behavior and waited that more damages happen. 
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Sticky Note
Zone 2: This zone starts from the across panel next to gas meter box at front, but this zone is located behind the garage at back yard. Left side is a 27 meters damaged fence during August 29, 2019-January 6, 2020. This corner is zone 2 where the old limestone retaining wall of 1986 is located in 64 Calley next to back door of the garage. The fence panel on the right has got a crack due to pressure from left side fence panel which was bent then cracked. my ruler standing next to a 30 cm height crack of the fence shows the unusual height of crack in entire fence damage of 13 meters fracture. highest crack is 18 cm in zone 3. This maximum crack is 30 cm due to owner of 62 Calley had removed an old yellow jasmine tree from behind this panel in 2005 to cover up all his faults for their party tenants climbing over my fence. He claimed I excavated behind this zone 2 and 3 fence while they had a jasmin tree planted behind my ruler in their side yard. In 2020 RAC Building assessor claimed on site to me that I need a retaining wall showing me this corner which lacks a rock but all along 6 meters line of fence there are old limestone rocks of one ton each of height of 84-105 cm sloping. This corner was the place when 5 men started standing on top of a short retaining wall garden in 62 Calley and broke the fence and i never received $1300 for the damaged they caused but my insurer paid for the malicious damage and i paid excess. I am not paying for this part of the damage which the owner of 62 Calley owes me since 2005 so far. I show my meter white color in this photo to show the length of this zone 2 is 3 meters and length of zone 3 which still is in same retaining wall location is also 3 meters so the old 1986 retaining wall is 6 meters long and has a sloping height between 84-105 cm high. 
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Sticky Note
The reticulation pipe installed in 2008 after owner 66 Calley Drive due to her 94 years age was exempted to deal with her breach of contract in watering my gardens under agreed shared bore terms and conditions. That was the first core cause for renovation starting by council order in 2005 TO ME TO EXCAVATE UNDER BUSH FIRE Act. 
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: Crack in across panel next to gas meter box at front yard. Fence panel of zone 1 and 2 pushed to this fence, as the owner of 62 Calley Drive never came to save the bent fence panel. They should pay for this across fence panel.
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: This is the across cracked fence panel. This panel is cracked due to a badly bent good fence panel from zones 1 and 2 pushed to this across fence Panel next to gas meter. fear from further damage to the gas meter box which is installed right at the bottom on left side of this photo, made me to remove some adjacent broken panels to release the load from this cracked but standing panel next to my garage.
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Sticky Note
The owner of 62 Calley, his 4 tenants and his 4 real estate agents ignored my messages so they cooperate in removing 16 broken fence panel. I removed all panels on their side yard upon comments of my fence maker than before he starts his work all broken fence panels should be removed and be kept at one corner of the house. I suffer from shoulder pain as a result of this lack of cooperation at the time needed. I request straightening of the 6 panels in zone 5 be duty of the 62 Calley owner or he pays someone out of his pocket to compensate for his misconduct. This owner did not come to straighten the fence panels which were bent and could fall over the gas meter, please see my gas meter on the left of this photo.
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: Owner of 62 Calley did not cooperate in saving this panel of further damage after they bent, the insurer won't pay for bent fence panels. Also these badly bent fence panel are located right opposite to my gas meter box and could fall over it and explode. In security risks this owner ever cooperate with me under dividing fences Act. I then am not interested to share any dividing fence with him.
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Sticky Note
Zone 1: The overlapping brick wall at 62 Calley with the dividing fence is shown in this picture. The footing of this brick wall being of concrete is built 20 cm into the dividing fence line and causes the fence being installed on a false dividing fence line and not a straight line that should be causing a weak fence in wind gust. The dividing fence bottom in zones 1 to 3 should be 3-4 rows of brick with some posts of piers . between the posts or piers horizontal wooden pickets be installed as the shape of 62 Calley sand height along the dividing fence line is ery weired and does not follow a constant regular curve or straight line. I should not be overloaded with cost of repair to awkward shape of the 62 Calley sand heights along 27 meters. I paid over $ out of my pocket $30,000 during 2005-2008 to have a good dividing fence line with all retaining wall covering the boundary, and cannot afford to pay for 62 Calley's cost for their stingy personality tricks. I won't pay for a dividing fence in a problematic neighborhood which causes fences last only 12 years, while fences are for at least 30 years. Owner of 62 Calley must pay for maintenance anbd renovation of his property and not be too greedy on just collecting bonds from his tenants for fences without spending that money for the fence and retaining. 

Afsaneh
Sticky Note

Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1: This photo shows the dividing fence line at the bottom. As you see although the boundary of 64 Calley is a straight line, this fence line is very weired at the bottom all along the dividing fence line. at zone 1 in overlapping section the brick wall at front belongs to 62 Calley Drive. The footing of this brick wall with length of 550 cm at front yard has caused an awkward shape for the dividing fence line. One reason we should pay regularly for such as $4500 fence of 27 meters long is the front brick wall of 62 Calley with 20 cm extended concrete footing which interferes with any dividing fence except brick wall being built along this dividing fence line. Second reason is hardi fences collapse near this wall because they cannot move to the right in high speed wind gust. So the fence bends into my land only. I do not want to share a fence with such an owner who never responds to my messages since 2005 so far.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1: I did not get any help and owner of 62 Calley ignored all my emails, three letters, and calls to door of his house to his 4 tenants and the owner of his real estate realty one hung up his phone to me three times. I had to use this temporary retaining wall as they do not want to spend $1 on maintaining their property but they have employed real estate and insurer to creaTE JOBS FOR THEMSELVES SUING NEIGHBOURS INSTEAD OF FIXING THEIR BOPUNDARY TROUBLES AND DISGUSTING SAND HEIGHTS IN VARIOUS POINTS. 
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1 and 2 corner from front yard: Before I remove broken panels in zone 1 and 2 I took this photo to show the height of crack of the fence being 30 cm the same height of the root of the jasmin tree owner of 62 Calley removed from fence line. He blames me for lack of retaining behind this panel. He removed the tree root in his side of the fence, photo of the tree in 2005 exists. encroaching branches of that tree had filled the capping of fence in zone 1. After removing a yellow jasmine tree from the garden he had behind this fence, he filled the created hole with extra sand. That is why crack on this fence panel only is 30 cm from ground level and height of other cracks from ground level are 14-18 cm in zones 1 to 3.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1: After removing a broken fence panel from the corner of the fence at from yard, a gap is created.  However the danger that broken fence panel causes explosion of gas meter box opposite to it is minimal now. Owner of 62 Calley did not cooperate in removing this hazard with me, so i require from authorities instead he tries to straighten 6 bent panels in zone 5 before they break.. I won't pay for 8 bent panel to be straightened in zone 1 and 5. I have removed very heavy panels which they were 15 panels by myself and put them on the ground as photos show without that owner of 62 Calley help me. Also i removed and re-installed the dividing fence and paid for many old panels as old as 20 years and owner of 62 Calley did not even pay for rotten fence panels. I am not paying a peny for this fence damages as I wrote all my reason in this pdf file. Also The owner of 62 Calley has installed a new retaining wall in zone 5 which has bent 8 panels of dividing fence in zone 5 and the fence line now is not the same as it used to be as the new retaining wall he has built start point of it is built on my dividing fence line in zone 5. He must employ a surveyor to prove a new fence pegs upon the drawing of my dividing fence line.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
I removed sand from behind this broken panel at corner point in zone 1 in 62 Calley to show the height of their pavers in compared to slab of my house in garage. three of their pavers are on top of each other then at bottom is their sand under pavers.  As you see 62 Calley by removing a high brick retaing wall garden and the jasmin tree which was planted in that garden behind my fence was trying to cover up the damages his tenant and his 4 guests had done on 9 panels of our fence in 2005. FILLING UP THE HOLE REMOVL of that tree had created with more sand required, removing of the high garden which kept the extra sand in their yard, now claims i pay for retaining of the land fill he had done for cover up!? I won't pay for retaining unless he proves in 1986 his drawing shows this much sand must be behind the hardie fence. Hardie fence can only keep 10 cm sand height difference on both side not 30 cm! In zone 2 and 3 his sand difference with height of retaining wall is 14-18 cm.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1: My gas meter box at front yard is in zone 1. The crack at corner fence panel is showing the extra sand above the level of slab of my garage which was built in 1986 as a carport grano work for floor. My house was built in July 1986 and in a photo I have my house is built and 62 Calley is empty land. So that house was built after my house. The pavers ground level at the corner is 30 cm above my garage which is on the eft behind the gas meter box.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1: The first gas meter box at zone 1 was bent and damaged by 5 men at 62 Calley who climbed over our dividing fence in zone 2-3 behind this zone 1. I paid for this new gas meter box from my pocket and 62 Calley owner who had charged that tenant $1300 for damage to 9 meters of the fence did not pay for damage to my old gas meter box nor he paid for the 9 meters of the fence in 2005. The across fence panel is showing, and the green metal prop I installed in 2020 to prevent the further damaGE TO THE THREE GOOD BENT PANELS IN ZONE 1 WITHOUT THAT OWNER COOPERATE WITH ME. i CARRIED ALL THESE BRICKS TO PUT NEXT TO ZONE 1 FENCE PANELS AS A TEMPORARY RETAINING WALL FOR THEIR land fill aFTER 2005. Owner of 62 Calley never informed me for changes in ground level next to our dividing fence including building a new retaining wall in zone 5, removal of two large old trees from behind the fence and land fill behind the fence and sand removal from behind the fence which caused 8 meters of fence be bent in 2014 aS A RESULT OF REMOVING HEAVY ROOTS FROM NEXT TO 8 METERS OF THE FENCE. i WONT PAY FOR REBUILDING FENCE IN ZONE 1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 FOR REASONS i WRITE IN THEASE COMMENTS BOXES.
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Afsaneh
Sticky Note
Zone 1 danger and cost only for me: This gas bunnet is the same as gas bunet in 2005 but location of the new gas meter box is changed, as in 2005 tenants and part guests broke 9 meters of fence including bending gas meter box and its pipe. The damages were not paid to me by owner of 62 Calley owner to me. His building insurer threatened me with $88000 legal cost in case he wins the case at court if i do not remove all my claims against the owner of 62 Calley. The oppression felt caused me being abused and i became hospitalised as 40 days i had not eaten any thing more than tea and sugar. I will not pay anything to owner of 62 Calley as he owes me since 2005 and has not paid for damages the fence caused to my limestone pier in zone 3.
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Afsaneh Cooper
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Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 1G: In this photo you can see how this brick wall at its 4th row footing counted from the bottom of the wall footing is cemented to the corrogated fence which was over lapped and parallel  to this brick wall [two supersix panels and half Hardie fence panel 273 cm overlapping with this right side brick wall]. The footing of the brick wall was cemented to the supersix fence perhaps in 1987 to prevent that fence of falling over the brick wall in storm time. However since that cement work is still attached partly to the brick wall but broken in some tail of the cement work, it is perhaps the method brick layers used to protect their wall in storm time. However in 2005 3 hardie fence panel was installed in zone 1 by owner of 64 Calley following the 5 men at 62 Calley party climbed over this fence to look at zone 5 in 64 Calley excavation site. The building insurer of 62 Calley supported statement of owner 62 Calley as being true. However this photo shows that 2005 affidavit signed by owner 62 Calley as a defendant was not tue as the amount of sand height diiference between two sides of fence at 62 Calley is higher than 10 cm which Hardie fence product allows. Building code for this note needs assessing 10 cm sand height difference on both sides of fence is correct or not? Dividing Fences Act also needs amendment for sand height differences on both sides of fence as a table for various types of dividing fences. If owner 62 Calley needs 60 cm high retaining wall to retain his sand height in this photo but stated nothing is required in 2005 in court, what would be the status of deed signed between wner of 64 Calley as a claimant and building insurer of 62 Calley signed in 2007-2008 agreeing to withdraw applications due to threat that legal cost of $88000 of that building insurer, and loss of income for owner of 64 Calley being $150,000 in 3 years disputes 4 neighbours had? Law Society should interpret this unjust matter which again is costing for all parties. Perhaps better retaining wall Act, introducing PDF Reply by sticky notes for all stake holders rather email correspondence which is very slow as authorities usually do not respond promptly. Project Risk, Time, Cost management techniques be implemented to save waste of public funds, etc. 
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Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 1G: In this photo you can count 4 rows of bricks from bottom of brick wall and consider it a footing of the brick wall. However you can count another 4 rows above these 4 footing rows and reach to the first rows of brick wall at building of 62 Calley above the pavers in their side yard. this means: 4x7+4x1=32 cm this brick wall built at boundary with orange bricks is filled with sand in side yard of 62 Calley and the &quot;pavers surface&quot; next to the &quot;white brick wall&quot; of their building at side yard is 32 cm above the 4th row of the orrange brick wall [counted from bottom of the wall]. Therefore to retaing the side yard of 62 Calley actually we should think about retaining 8 rows of bricks and the 1 cm mortar between two rows of bricks. [32 cm+32cm=64 cm] so the sand next to building of 62 Calley does not cave in and that building does not get damaged. Therefore Fraud was the cause this three Hardie fence panels being used as retaining wall for keeping the side yard at 62 Calley. That building plan for that house was approved by shire in 1987. While the house was built in 64 Calley in 1986. The garage grano slab of 64 Calley in compared to corner edge of side yard next to building at 62 Calley should be the same level. Therefore what we see as 64 cm sand height on 62 Calley behing the fence is Fraud affecting health of owner of 64 Calley during 2007-2008.  
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Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 1G: The footing of the brick wall in this photo is made of 4 rows of bricks which are showing in two columns of bricks in this photo. 4X7cm+4x1cm (mortar height)=32 cm.
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Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 1G: This photo shows the top row of bricks for the footing of this front yard zone 1 &quot;orange brick wall&quot; is a ruler [30 cm] high from the top of white block, as Appretice surveyor shows by his index finger. the top footing row is whitish orange color.
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Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 1G: This photo shows the cemented bridge has a corrogated edge profile and its purpose is to prevent the dividing fence of getting closer than 30 cm to the brick wall. Therefore the cause of lack of security for 5 tenants at 62 Calley was this 30 cm gap between the dividing fence line and this brick wall. in 2012 when the large dog of the china merchant the tenant at 62 Calley could not be entertained with his owner who was in China some times for trade, used to exit that house through 30 cm gap between this orange brick wall and the dividing fence overlaping with this orange brick wall. When the dog owner tried to put a crossing black metal bar gate between the building wall recess in zone 2 and the corrogated D. Fence, the dog used to jump over that gate to reach to this 30 cm fence gap and scape to Cedrick Smith Park. A hole was created in one fence panel and a few cracks appeared horrizontall on D. fence along zones 2-3 and SGIO refused to pay in 2013 for excuse of the structural fault not storm causing that fence to crack and cost of Excess was higher than the one panel that dog had hit a hole by jumping over the black metal bar gate at 62 Calley. The dog owner tenant put a white board behind zone 2 fence at 62 Calley but told me he had patched the fence. The sand height difference with 64 Calley sand level in zone 1, the cement bridging at footing of this orange brick wall in zone 1 at front yard, caused fatigue during 2005-2019 and this D. fence could not be balanced on 29/08/2019 due to fatigue weakening this fence material at ground level in 14 years, and storm of 63 km/hour was stronger than ultimate sheering stress this fence could handle. The fence age could reach to 34 years seeing supersix fence installed in 1986 in zone 4 still was working until January 2020. But the Hardie Fence installed in cost of 64 Calley Insurer in 2005 only last 15 years. This means the fence age became half. Therefore it is suggested for compensation owner of 62 Calley pays for 1/2 x 15.5 meters length Hardie Fence installed by owner 64 Calley and her insurer next to 62 &amp; 64 Calley Dividing fence line. Then the rest of the cost of the D. Fence be paid as if the ength of the fence was the remainder. Now the D. fence line which needs fence is almost 28.33 m long. Taking 15.5 m out of it as a cost for decreasing the age of the collapsed Hardie fence remains: 12.83 m long. For 12.83 About 9.1 m in zone 5 was undermined by two works done right behind the D. Fence at 62 Calley: 2014 removal of two trees and later on building a footing of a post and panel retaining wall on the D. fence line which undermined the Hardie fence in zone 5 on the D. Fence line after 2014. Also no one paid for the repair of 9.1 m length of fence bent badly on 29/8/2019 until it collapsed on 5/5/2020. We can say owner of 64 Calley suffered on inactions of owner of 62 Caley for unrepaired fence in zone 5, creating fatigue decreasing the age of the fence 50% in zones 1 to 3, and increasing admin cost for all stakeholders including shire, SGIO, RAC, Owner of 64 Calley. It is expected RAC who supported this owner of 62 Calley negotiate for full payment of fence due to above causes of damage to install the fence as well as payment to cement inject on side yard of 62 Calley, and consider payment of $1500 to owner of 64 Calley for Surveyor cost they consider trespas while it is the licensed surveyor Act right of surveyor to enter open land for finding out the trespas line for both owners of 62 &amp; 64 Calley before any accusation be tagged by Real estate agent of owner of 64 Calley for trespass.


